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Edmonton  |  October 5, 2015

Weekly Newscasts Lesson Plan

Newscasts are current news stories read at a slower pace than you might hear on the radio. 
These are prepared by CBC news editor Rosa Marchitelli. 

Objectives: 

• To develop listening skills
• To increase vocabulary
• To increase awareness of grammatical structures and functional language
• To increase knowledge of current events
• To provide a user-friendly, self-study tool for learners, as well as, an ESL classroom resource 

for instructors

Contents:

Three news stories are featured in each weekly lesson plan. Each lesson contains helpful 
vocabulary explanations and listening comprehension activities. At the end of each lesson you 
will find a complete transcript and an answer key. This lesson plan is geared towards learners at 
an intermediate language level (i.e. Canadian Language Benchmarks 4-5 or equivalent).

Lesson Plan prepared by Kathleen Hall and Deidre Lake, Communication4Integration Inc.

http://www.cbc.ca/permissions/
www.alberta.ca
http://www.cbc.ca/edmonton/learning-english
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NEWSCAST 1 (Local News Story) SpiderMabel

General Warm-up Activity

Do you have a favourite Superhero? If so, what do you like about this hero?

If you could have a special power, what would it be?

VOCABULARY

Complete the vocabulary activities below before listening to the news story.

Vocabulary Building Activity 1: Creating Awareness

Look at the words below. Circle the words you do not know. 

superhero saved the day rescuing kidnapped vanquishing  

villain  adventurous radioactive leukemia webbed wonder 

track down clues  zip lining locating  grateful

http://www.cbc.ca/permissions/
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Vocabulary Building Activity 2: Developing Knowledge

Match the words with the definitions provided.

Answer Word Definition

superhero A. a nick-name for Spiderman

saved the day B. to find someone after searching

rescue C. find the exact place someone or something is

kidnapped D. a person stolen and kept

vanquishing E. using  a pulley on a cable stretched between two 
places to get somewhere

villain F. information used to solve a problem

adventurous G. thankful, appreciative

radioactive H. blood and bone cancer

leukemia I. having a dangerous form of energy

webbed wonder J. a fictional hero having special powers

track down K. to stop a bad thing from happening

clue L. a bad person 

zip lining M. defeat completely

locating N. save

grateful O. willing to take risks

(See the answer key for answers)

Questions: 

Can you think of a time when you saved the day?

LISTENING

Complete the listening activities below in order. 

Listening Activity 1: Listening for comprehension

First, listen for overall comprehension. See the questions below to assist you.

1. How old is Mabel?

2. Who arranged this special day?

3. Who is Mabel`s favourite superhero? Why?

4. Why is Mabel’s blood radioactive?

5. Who asked for Mabel`s help?

6. Where did they find the hockey player?

http://www.cbc.ca/permissions/
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Now listen to the first news story from the audio file. 

Listening Activity 2: Listening for specific vocabulary

Now listen to the news story for a second time. This time listen for the vocabulary words 
that you learned earlier. Raise your hand or make a mark each time you hear one of the 
words.

Listening Activity 3: Final Listening

Now listen to the news story for a third time. This time, make a note of:
• other words that you do not understand;
• questions that you have; or 
• observations.

Conclusion:

Mabel’s hero is Spiderman. Who is your hero and why?

 

http://www.cbc.ca/permissions/
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NEWSCAST 2 (National) More People  
Aged 65 and Older

General Warm-up Activity

In your home or neighbourhood are there more seniors or children?

VOCABULARY

Before you listen to the news story, look at the words/expressions below and their 
meanings. These will help you to understand the listening more easily. 

Word/ Phrasal Verb Meaning

reported by stated by, as believed by, reported by , according to

StatsCan Statistics Canada: Canada's national statistical agency

statistics The study of data/information: how to collect, summarize 
and present it.

proportion a part, share, piece, amount, or number of a larger whole. 

overall total, whole

median middle number,  similar to average

year-over-year Comparing the same information or statistic from the same 
time last year

analyst A person who reviews and examines data or information for 
a specific area 

driven by caused by

LISTENING

http://www.cbc.ca/permissions/
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Listening Activity 1: Listening for comprehension

Listen to the second news story from the audio file. First, listen for overall comprehension. 
See the questions below to assist you.

1. What two ages does the story mention?
2. Which province has the largest population of seniors? (people over 64) 
3. What percent of Albertans are seniors?
4. What has caused the low level of growth?

Decide if the following statements are true or false

1. There are now more seniors than children in Canada. _______

2. The proportion of seniors is the same across the country. _______

3. Alberta has a 36.2% (percent) of seniors.  _______

4. The number of immigrants coming to Canada is growing. _______

Listening Activity 2: Listening for specific purposes

Listen again. This time fill in the blanks below with what you hear.

For the first time ever, there are more people 65 and older in Canada than under 15 as 

__________ ____ Statistics Canada. The numbers to July 2015 show nearly one in six 

Canadians is now at least 65. 

Of the provinces, Alberta has the lowest _________ of people aged 65 and up, at 11.6 

per cent of the province’s total population. Alberta also has the lowest ________ age 

among the provinces at 36.2.

___________ says Canada’s __________ population grew 0.9 per cent since July of last 

year, marking the smallest ________ _____ ______ increase in 16 years. __________ 

say the low level of growth is likely __________ by a drop in immigrant numbers.

Canada now has 35.8 million people.

(See the answer key for answers)

Discussion Questions:

What are the problems with an aging population? Do you think the increase in seniors will 
negatively affect Canada’s future? Why or why not? 

http://www.cbc.ca/permissions/
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Language Focus: 
Talking about Charts and Graphs

First, you should look at the title of the graph then look at the titles for the x and y axis so 
that you understand what the graph is about.

Title
Y axis

X axis

Number of Canadians

Year

Growth of Canadian Seniors and Children under 15

If current population trends continue, Statistics Canada estimates that seniors will outnumber children in 
Canada by a factor of three to two in 20 years’ time. (Pete Evans/CBC)

Questions:

What is this graph about?

What does the Y axis show?

What does the X axis show? 

http://www.cbc.ca/permissions/
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This graph looks at past, present and future growth of seniors and children under 15.

We have to use past, present, and future tense to talk about this graph.

Add the past and future tense to the vocabulary table below.  You may use a dictionary 
or grammar book to check for irregular verbs.

Expressing the Movement of a Line

Past Future  with  will

Verbs Nouns

Rise (to) Rose to Will rise to a rise

Increase (to) an increase

Go up to   

Grow (to) growth

Climb (to) a climb

Boom a boom

Peak (at) (reach) a peak (at)

Fall (to) a fall (of)

Decline (to) a decline (of)

Decrease (to) a decrease (of)

Dip (to) a dip (of)

Drop (to) a drop (of)

Go down (to)   

Reduce (to) a reduction (of)

  A slump

Level out a leveling out

No change no change

Remain stable (at)   

Remain steady (at)   

Stay (at)   

Stay constant (at)   

Maintain the same 
level

  

    

Using this new vocabulary, make 3 sentences describing the growth of seniors and 
children under 15 in 2005, 2015, and 2030.

Example: In 2000, the growth of seniors rose to four million.

http://www.cbc.ca/permissions/
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NEWSCAST 3  (International) Life on Mars

General Warm-up Activity

Are you interested in science? Do you like to learn about other planets? Do you think 
space-exploration is important? Why or why not?

VOCABULARY

Before you listen to the news story, complete the vocabulary activity below. This will help 
you to understand the listening more easily. 

Vocabulary Activity 1: Finding Meaning Using Synonyms

Choose the group of synonyms (words with similar meaning) that best match each of the 
vocabulary words.

Answer Word used in news story Synonyms

1. stunning A.  indicate 
suggest

2. discovery B. may be 
probable 
thinkable

3. point to C. streams 
brooks 
creeks

4. red planet D. The National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration 

5. rivulets E. surprising 
amazing  
shocking

6. NASA's F. Mars

7. mission chief G. might mean  
indicates 
shows

8. suggests H. person in charge of one project

9. possible I. finding 
breakthrough 
development

(See the answer key for answers)

http://www.cbc.ca/permissions/
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LISTENING

Listening Activity 1: Listening for comprehension

Listen to the third news story from the audio file. Listen for overall comprehension. 

Listening Activity 2: Listening for specific purposes

Listen to the news story again. While you listen, take notes to respond to the following 
questions.

QUESTIONS NOTES/RESPONSES

What has been discovered on Mars? 

Who made the discovery? 

In which season does Mars have flowing water?

Where does John Grunsfeld work?

What is his position?

What does John Grunsfiekd say about the 
discovery?

(See the answer key for answers)

Additional Activities:

1) Compare your answers with a partner or colleague if doing this in a classroom 
setting or with a colleague.

2) Use your notes to retell this story in English to a friend or family member to practice 
your speaking skills.

Discussion Questions:

Do you believe in life on other planets? Do you think that this discovery means people 
could live on Mars? Would you consider moving to another planet? 

http://www.cbc.ca/permissions/
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TRANSCRIPTS OF WEEKLY NEWSCASTS

WEEKLY NEWS STORIES TIME

Introduction Hi. This is Don Bell. You’re listening to Learning English 
with CBC for October 5th.

0:00

SpiderMabel

(Local)

A six-year-old superhero named "SpiderMable" saved 
the day on Monday in Edmonton, rescuing kidnapped 
Oiler’s Captain, Andrew Ference, and vanquishing evil 
villain Mysterio.

It was all part of an adventurous day for the tiny blond 
cancer patient that was arranged by the Children's 
Wish Foundation. They found out that little Mable 
Tooke's favourite superhero is Spiderman because 
he has radioactive blood and so does she, due to her 
treatments for leukemia.

SpiderMable and the webbed wonder met at city hall 
where Mayor Don Iveson asked them for help to track 
down the missing hockey player. 
They spent the day following clues throughout the city 
and zip lining through the air at West Edmonton Mall 
before locating the grateful Andrew Ference at the city's 
zoo. 

0:11

More People 
Aged 65 and 
Older

(National)

For the first time ever, there are more people 65 and 
older in Canada than under 15 as reported by Statistics 
Canada. 
The numbers to July 2015 show nearly one in six 
Canadians is now at least 65. 

Of the provinces, Alberta has the lowest proportion 
of people aged 65 and up, at 11.6 per cent of the 
province’s total population. Alberta also has the lowest 
median age among the provinces at 36.2.

StatsCan says Canada's overall population grew 0.9 per 
cent since July of last year, marking the smallest year-
over-year increase in 16 years. Analysts say the low level 
of growth is likely driven by a drop in immigrant numbers.

Canada now has 35.8 million people. 

1:27

Life on Mars

(International)

It's a stunning discovery that could point to life on Mars. 
Scientist reported Monday that the red planet appears 
to have flowing rivulets of salty water, at least in the 
summer.

NASA's science mission chief, John Grunsfeld, says this 
discovery suggests that it would be possible for there to 
be life on Mars.  
The presence of water could also make life easier for 
astronauts visiting or living on Mars. Water could be used 
for drinking and for creating oxygen and rocket fuel.

NASA's goal is to send humans there in the 2030s. 

2:45
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ANSWER KEY FOR NEWS STORY 1: 

Vocabulary Building Activity 2: Developing Knowledge

Answer Word Definition

J superhero A. Na nick-name for Spiderman

K saved the day B. to find someone after searching

N rescue C. find the exact place someone or something is

D kidnapped D. a person stolen and kept

M vanquishing E. using  a pulley on a cable stretched between two 
places to get somewhere

L villain F. information used to solve a problem

O adventurous G. thankful, appreciative

I radioactive H. blood and bone cancer

H leukemia I. having a dangerous form of energy

A webbed wonder J. a fictional hero having special powers

B track down K. to stop a bad thing from happening

F clue L. a bad person 

E zip lining M. defeat completely

C locating N. save

G grateful O. willing to take risks

Listening Activity 1: Listening for comprehension

1. How old is Mabel?
6

2. Who arranged this special day?
The Children`s Wish Foundation

3. Why is Mabel`s favourite superhero? Why?
Spiderman because he has radioactive blood.

4. Why is Mabel’s blood radioactive?
Due to her treatments for leukemia.

5. Who asked for Mabel`s help?
The Mayor or Don Iverson

6. Where did they find the hockey player?
The zoo

http://www.cbc.ca/permissions/
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ANSWER KEY FOR NEWS STORY 2: 

Listening Activity 1: Listening for comprehension

Listen to the second news story from the audio file. First, listen for overall comprehension. 
See the questions below to assist you.

1.  What two ages does the story mention?
15 and 65

2. Which province has the smallest population of seniors? (people over 64) 
Alberta

3.  What percent of Albertans are seniors?
11.6

4.  What has caused the low level of growth?
A drop in immigration numbers

Decide if the following statements are true or false

5. There are now more seniors than children in Canada.  T

6. The proportion of seniors is the same across the country. F

7. Alberta has a 36.2% (percent) of seniors. F

8. The number of immigrants coming to Canada is growing. F

Listening Activity 2: Listening for specific purposes

For the first time ever, there are more people 65 and older in Canada than under 15 as 
reported by Statistics Canada.

The numbers to July 2015 show nearly one in six Canadians is now at least 65. 

Of the provinces, Alberta has the lowest proportion of people aged 65 and up, at 11.6 
per cent of the province’s total population. Alberta also has the lowest median age 
among the provinces at 36.2.

StatsCan says Canada’s overall population grew 0.9 per cent since July of last year, 
marking the smallest year-over-year increase in 16 years. Analysts say the low level of 
growth is likely driven by a drop in immigrant numbers.

Canada now has 35.8 million people.

Language Focus: Talking about Charts and Graphs

What is this graph about?
Growth of Canadian Seniors and Children under 15

What is the Y axis?
Number of people

What is the x axis? 
Years from 1995 to 2035

http://www.cbc.ca/permissions/
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Add the past and future tense to the vocabulary table below.  You may use a dictionary 
or grammar book to check for irregular verbs.

Expressing the Movement of a Line

Past Future  with  will

Verbs Nouns

Rise (to) Rose to Will rise to a rise

Increase (to) Increased to Will increase an increase

Go up to Went up to Will go up   

Grow (to) Grew to Will grow growth

Climb (to) Climbed to Will climb a climb

Boom Boomed Will boom a boom

Peak (at) Peaked at Will peak at (reach) a peak (at)

Fall (to) Fell to Will fall to a fall (of)

Decline (to) Declined to Will decline to a decline (of)

Decrease (to) Decreased to Will decrease to a decrease (of)

Dip (to) Dipped to Will dip to a dip (of)

Drop (to) Dropped to Will drop to a drop (of)

Go down (to) Went down to Will go down to   

Reduce (to) Reduced to Will reduce to a reduction (of)

  A slump

Level out Leveled out Will level out a leveling out

No change Did not change Will not change no change

Remain stable (at) Remained stable Will remain stable   

Remain steady (at) Remained steady Will remain steady   

Stay (at) Stayed Will stay at   

Stay constant (at) Stayed constant Will stay constant at   

Maintain the same 
level

Maintained the same level Will maintain the same 
level
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ANSWER KEY FOR NEWS STORY 3: 

Vocabulary Activity 1: Finding Meaning Using Synonyms

Answer Word used in news story Synonyms

E 1. stunning A.  indicate 
suggest

I 2. discovery B. may be 
probable 
thinkable

A 3. point to C. streams 
brooks 
creeks

F 4. red planet D. The National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration 

C 5. rivulets E. surprising 
amazing  
shocking

D 6. NASA's F. Mars

H 7. mission chief G. might mean  
indicates 
shows

G 8. suggests H. person in charge of one project

B 9. possible I. finding 
breakthrough 
development

Listening Activity 2: Listening for specific purposes

Listen to the news story again. While you listen, take notes to respond to the following 
questions.

QUESTIONS NOTES/RESPONSES

 What has been discovered on Mars? flowing (rivulets of) salt water

Who made the discovery? Scientists

In which season does Mars have flowing water? Summer

Where does John Grunsfeld work?

What is his position?

1 NASA

2 science mission chief

What does John Grunsfiekd say about the 
discovery?

It suggests there could be life  
on Mars
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